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DXA-SLR ULTRA
Our newest and most powerful adapter. Can be used with virtually any microphones.

Key Features:
- Transformer Balanced Inputs - 12 or 48V Phantom Power
- Neutrik Combo ¼” / XLR inputs - VU Meters
- Removable Low Profile Rod Support - Limiters
- Comes with Two 3” Threaded Rods          - Low Noise Preamps (0 and +30 dB)
- Ergonomic Chassis        - Headphone Monitoring
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DXA-SLR PURE
Passive XLR adapter ideal for wireless mics or to connect to a mixing board. Provides unity gain with 
no electronics to get in the way of the signal for pure, clean audio recording. No power is required to 
pass the audio signal. Operates on one 9V battery for the VU Meter and Phones only.

Key Features:
- Transformer Balanced Combo XLR 1/4" Inputs - MIC/LINE Level Inputs
- VU Meters - Playback Monitoring
- Headphone Monitoring - Noise Free Operation
- Trim Controls - Low Power Consumption
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DXA-POCKET
Compact Audio Adapter for mini-plug microphones and wireless.

Key Features:
INPUTS: Two mono mini-jacks PREAMPS: Low noise (fixed +30dB)
 One stereo mini-jack CHASSIS: Mounts over or under camera
OUTPUTS:Stereo mini-jack    Front mounting shoe/grip
VU METER: Bright, easy to read display Removable top shoe
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DXA-CONNECT
XLR Adapter / Bracket Combo. Features high powered preamps and phantom power plus four sturdy 
mounting shoes for connecting a variety of gear. Ideal for use with cameras that have a headphone 
jack and metering such as the Nikon D800 and Panasonic GH4. Perfect solution for mounting and 
connecting to the Ninja-2 field recorder for exceptionally high quality audio recording.

Key Features:
- Two balanced XLR Inputs          - Low Noise Preamps (0, +20, +30 dB)
- 12 or 48V Phantom Power           - Four Sturdy Mounting Shoes
- Mounts to Camera Hot Shoe  - Ergonomic Design
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DSLR Audio Myth

You cannot record pro audio on any of today's  DSLR 
cameras.

Many DSLR cameras have these inherent problems:

1) Poor audio preamps
2) No level meters
4) No headphone monitoring
3) No manual audio controls
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Getting Professional Results
Use External Preamps
Direct microphone connection to camera

Using an active adapter with low noise preamps

This shows how easy it is get clean audio out of the camera by replacing the noisy gain in the camera with the very 
clean gain of the adapter. Each specific adapter will have instructions on how to set the camera gain for optimum 
results - usually between 1 to 25% of maximum.
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Getting Professional Results

Add VU Meters

                                                       It is critical that the proper recording levels are set to get clean
                                                       audio. Too low and you are in the noise floor and too high will
                                                       cause clipping and distortion. All of our DSLR adapters have
                                                       VU Meters which makes setting the proper levels easy. The ideal
                                                       recording levels are between 0 and - 12dB.
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Getting Professional Results

Add Headphone Monitoring

It is important that the user monitor the audio with headphones to be sure that proper sound is being 
recorded. This will avoid any surprises back in post. Most of our DSLR camera adapters have a 
headphone jack to allow you to monitor the audio from the microphones during recording, or the 
recorded audio during playback.
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Getting Professional Results

Use Manual Audio Controls
The Auto Gain Control (AGC) in the camera creates wild swings of the gain which often introduces 
excessive hiss during the quiet moments of recording. Many DSLR camera now have the ability to 
disable this feature which is what we recommend. 

You can then set the camera gain to a low setting as described in the operating for each particular 
adapter for the best signal-to-noise performance.
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DSLR Audio Fact

You can record pro audio on any DSLR Camera
All these features in our DSLR Adapter are designed to work in unison to allow virtually any DSLR 
camera to record clean, crisp audio.

Many new DSLR cameras have now included better preamps, a headphone jack, level meters and 
manual audio controls to make it even easier to capture pro sound.
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Your turn.

If you have any questions, comments or requests for training material topics, feel free to contact us.

Find us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/beachtek/ 

Follow us on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/beachtek

And of course you can find all our products on our website:
Beachtek.com
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